ABSTRACT---The smart grid is transformation method for out-of-date electric allocation system, smart grid is a fresh solution of upcoming infrastructure. It is used to shield, scrutinize and auto optimize the electric operations from very high voltage network to disseminated structure. The smart grid is a grouping of information and the communication knowledge, transmission and distribution system. The standing traditional grid was further down pressure and challenged varied issues. There are many modifications between smart and traditional grids such as two way operations instead of one way operations, computational intellect, self-monitoring abilities, cyber protected communication, safe, cost-effective environment. Number of various literatures discussed the positive topographies of smart grid for power systems. In this paper deliberated about the evaluation about Grid Architecture typical finished the Function Layers mapped on Zones and domains.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The detail debate of smart grid aids, it is significant to discuss these smart grid tools implications in the different countries. The significant point is that the simple layout and topology of smart grid matched with grid traditional systems. To clarifying this argument, there is a need to inspect some design suggestions for these technologies. The smart grid system presented digital metering with two-way communications abilities. These digital meters have capable remotely operation to control voltage and current with highest clarity waveforms, real-time tariff rate structures. Furthermore, these new meters are positioned in same traditional meter places without any design consequences. In addition, smart meters have more data for handling and lead to well-organized asset management operations. The different review chapter in this article are listed

II. INTEROPERABILITY

A noticeable definition defines interoperability as the capability of two or more devices from the equivalent vendor, or different vendors, to interchange information and use that information for correct co-operation [IEC61850-2010]. The assimilation of renewable power sources arises issues in the established system and has to integrate the consumer needs.
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III. SMART GRID ARCHITECTURE MODEL

Mainly the country differ in economy due to geographical reasons based on that SGAM Model will be different requirements. The Main Motivation is to reprocess as much of the existing work as possible ways and not re-invent the wheel.

A. Business Layer
- Business view on the information exchange
- To map supervisory and economic (market) Structures
- It cares business administrators in decision making associated to (new) commercial models

B. Function Layer
- Describes role functions and services
- Derivative by extracting the use situation functionality which is autonomous from actors

C. Information Layer
Information that is being used and switched between functions, services and components.

D. Communication Layer
Protocols and mechanisms for the interoperable discussion of information among components

E. Component Layer
- physical distribution of all contributing components
- includes system actors, applications, power system equipment

IV. FUNCTION LAYERS MAPPED ON DOMAINS AND ZONES & RESULTS

Common Architecture model is used to model and develop the smart grid and evolved new extended model at different condition and locality
Smart grid Conceptual Model :
- National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) (NIST) model.
- NIST extended European model (EU).
Reference Architecture :
- Smart Grid Architectural Model (SGAM).
Fig 4: Overview on Smart Grid function groups derived from Smart Grid Systems [1]

Fig 5: Quality of Interoperability

V. CONCLUSION

SGAM requirements for the smart grid evolution with the constant increase in population growth, especially in the developing world, the operation of improved smart grid are important in the ever-increasing world population growth. SGAM is a general smart grid architecture and can be adjusted to fulfill the individual needs. Germany and India differ in geographical, technical and political systems. In future research need to development of a individual structure for Germany and India and Focus of the model has to be the consumer and economic analysis.
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